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Rosalind Franklin: A Celebration 

Chairperson: Vivienne Parry (VP) 

In conversation with: Professor James Naismith (JM) 

 
VP: Hello and welcome to the Cheltenham Science Festival at home. Today we’re going to be 
celebrating the life of Rosalind Franklin, who would have been 100 this year, it’s her centenary. 
There is an institute that bears her name, the Rosalind Franklin Institute, and I’m delighted that 
we’ve got its director Professor Jim Naismith with us today, to talk both about Rosalind Franklin 
and her extraordinary life and the work she has inspired, and continues to inspire that’s going on 
in Harwell, which is where the Rosalind Franklin Institute is located.  
 
Of course this is a very special year because it’s ‘at home’. We don’t want to be at home, we want 
to be out there with all of you, but COVID has interrupted us.  We hope that you’re enjoying the at 
home programme, and if any of you can help support us in our work, please consider donating to 
our crowdfunder at crowdfunder.co.uk/cheltscifestathome.  
 
Welcome Jim, it’s very good to have you with us, and thank you for taking the time to be with us 
because I know that you and the whole of the institute are absolutely up to your necks in COVID-
19.  Before we get to that, I want to ask you about Rosalind Franklin, because for many people, we 
have this vision of a very solitary woman, who was robbed of a Nobel Prize, who discovered the 
structure of the DNA helix, and who was never really acknowledged for that contribution.  
 
JN: She was an inspirational figure in science, and that was recognised in her lifetime.  One of her 
great strengths was pioneering experiments in physical chemistry, which was one of her great 
strengths as an experimentalist, which was to get the best world-leading image of DNA fibres with 
X-rays, which transformed that field.  She did it with one of her PhD students, so she worked very 
closely with others.  There was tension in what was called at that time the Kings’ group.  But she 
had colleagues that she worked very closely with, and she had this enormous technical 
breakthrough, which then allowed Watson and Crick to make an intellectual leap to the double 
helix.  They wouldn’t have been able to do that without her work.  She hadn’t made that leap 
herself, and whether she would have got around to it or not, we’ll never know, it’s one of those 
what might have been, but of course science is about sharing. It would have been wrong for her to 
have kept the data secret. However the way Watson and Crick got it wasn’t entirely 
straightforward, and outside the normal process, and that also added something to the story of 
Franklin.  
 
VP: She was a crystallographer. Can you explain what a crystallographer does? 
 
JN: She studied the structure of coal.  Coal was the energy source of the day.  One of the ways to 
look inside an object and find out how the atoms are arranged is crystallography.  Crystals are 
beautiful regular shapes but that goes all the way down into their atomic structure.  It turns out 
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that proteins and DNA and other life molecules can also be crystallised.  If you shoot X-rays at it 
then you can get the structure of the atoms inside that crystal. And of course that is tremendously 
informative in biology.   
 
VP: And she wasn’t the first woman working in that area, we’ve had some very famous women 
crystallographers, like Dorothy Hodgkin of course, who did win the Nobel Prize. 
 
JN: Absolutely, I always this Dorothy Hodgkin deserves to be much better known. She’s a towering 
figure in chemistry, did a lot of the work in penicillin, vitamins, and insulin.  She’s a towering figure 
of British science and deserves to be better known.  We can also go all the way back to Kathleen 
Lonsdale.  She was one of the first women elected to the Royal Society, and had been a 
crystallographer way back in the 1920s.   
 
VP: And of course Dorothy Hodgkin is also famous for having taught Margaret Thatcher chemistry.  
 
JN: Yes, amongst the many students Dorothy had taught, and of course the slight twist in that is 
that Dorothy was a well-known, I would have said communist or left wing, Dorothy was well-
known for her activism.  But she was a towering intellect of her day. 
 
VP: So let’s go back to Rosalind Franklin.  She had done this work on the structure of DNA, and 
afterwards went to Paris to look at viruses.  And actually that’s very important in the story of the 
Rosalind Franklin institute too.   
 
JN: She actually came back from Paris to King’s.  After she spent some time at King’s and made this 
huge breakthrough with DNA, then she moved to work with Bernal who had setup a group at 
Birkbeck.  There she began her work on viruses and she was really the first, what we could call, 
structural biologist of viruses.  She made enormous breakthroughs in TMV.   
 
VP: TMV, what’s that? 
 
JN: Sorry, Tobacco mosaic virus, I should have said.  If we were able to pop into a Tardis and go 
back to that time, and we asked people, who was Rosalind Franklin?  People would know who she 
was.  She was well regarded as the leading figure in viral crystallography.  She was also well-known 
with people who studied coal, 10 years earlier.   There was no sense that she was an undiscovered 
gem.  She was well-known as a really influential scientist, and especially for her work in viruses 
which was pioneering. 
 
VP: Tragically she became ill in her mid-thirties, and she died very young indeed.  Was she 36 or 37 
when she died?   
 
JN: Yes, she was on a trip to America, she discovered she was having trouble fastening her skirt, 
and that was a sign that she had quite advanced cancer in her ovaries.  She was still working 
almost to the very end.   
 
Let’s fast forward now to the Rosalind Franklin Institute.  Why is there a need, apart from to 
honour Rosalind Franklin herself, why is there a need for an institute like yours and what does it 
do? 
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JN: If we think to the biggest advance to biology in the twentieth century, it would undoubtably be 
DNA technology.  We can trace that breakthrough through the physical chemistry of Rosalind 
Franklin.  She build a machine and was able to control the humidity of DNA fibres.  Therefore she 
was able to get pure A-form and B-form of DNA that had never been done before.   
 
VP: This A-form and B-form, one as I recall, was short and fat, and one was long and thin, and the 
difference between them is that one has desiccated and the other hydrated? 
 
JN: That’s correct, and up until that point you always had a mixture, so you never got the same 
thing twice and people couldn’t really make sense of it, because they didn’t know why they were 
getting different things and the patterns were a mis-mash.  Because she had been able to control 
that and separate them out, and one of them was immediately interpretable by Watson and Crick.  
So we think of the biggest breakthrough of the twentieth century biology, but we go right back to 
a physical sciences experiment.  So the Rosalind Franklin Institute was founded on that vision, of 
what are the areas where physical science could make a massive impact through technology and 
life sciences.  Physics departments around the country do wonderful work but there are 
innumerable physics projects sitting on a shelf because although they are interesting physics, they 
have no value in a medical or biological problem.  The idea of the Rosalind Franklin Institute was to 
bring physicists, engineers, chemists right in beside biologists and medical scientists so that we can 
try to identify what the problems are and then direct the technology to solve real problems, not 
what those of us in physical sciences imagine to be the problems.  
 
VP: It’s startling, and I have been reporting on science for many years, and some of the best new 
science that I have seen has come from physical sciences moving into the life sciences world, 
because they apply a completely different thinking, to the problems that the life scientists have, 
and they bring new techniques and technologies.   
 
JN: That’s true and it needs to be emphasized the need to be directed to the right problem.  I 
trained as a chemist.  There can be two types, chemists and physicists who are determined to tell 
everyone how to do things, but they have no idea what the real problems are, so they build 
technology that is of no value.  Some humility is required too, and the ability to learn what are the 
real challenges.  One of my heroes is the late Iain Campbell at Oxford, who trained as a really 
hardcore physicist, and built using World War 2 radar instruments, one of the first spectrometers 
at St Andrews.  Iain became, later in his life, a leading immunology expert.  He was humble and he 
learnt the real problems in biology and brought his technology to that problem.  As you say, those 
people can be truly transformational.  I don’t include myself in that bracket.   
 
VP: Tell me about the types of technology you have a Harwell, although you’re still having a fancy 
new building built aren’t you?  
 
JN: We are having a building built. Until the disruptions caused by COVID we were on target for 
completion on schedule, we were also still within our budget. It will be a cost efficient, cost 
effective building, and will be a landmark on the campus.  We’ve already started work. We’ve 
started making reagents, including nanobodies.  These are an unusual immune response of camels 
and llamas, but have real application in trying to tackle COVID-19.  We also have new, really paying 
tribute to Rosalind Franklin, new technologies for looking inside cells.  Looking inside the human 
cell, to really see at atomic level.  Rather than take your protein out and crystallise it, doing 
structural biology on the whole cell.  To see all the atoms in a cell, is one of the great dreams in 
structural biology and medicine, one of the technologies that we’re really hard at work on.   
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VP: I have to ask you – camels and llamas in the fight against COVID-19? You did not know that did 
you people, that camels and llamas around the country are being pressed into service against the 
fight of COVID-19.  Tell us more.  
 
JN: They are indeed. None of the camals and llamas are harmed in this process. 
 
VP: They are more likely to harm you actually. I have to say, I have worked with camels and they 
are horrible creatures and they spit at you.    
 
JN: The interesting thing is that human antibodies have two chains, a light chain and a heavy chain.  
Camels and llamas, the work we have done is principally on llamas, and we hope to extend it to 
camels.  Camels and llamas have a variant antibody, which only has a single heavy chain.  The 
consequence of that is that you can use that single heavy chain in modern microbiology in the lab 
in a way that you can’t do with two chains.  It enormously simplifies it.  These small chain 
nanobodies they are called, are able to get into smaller spaces in the body than conventional 
human antibodies, and are ripe for biotechnological exploitation.  Camels and llamas and sharks 
(which are even less nice to try and work with) produce these single chain antibodies and as a 
result there’s a huge push to apply them. We’ll be the first people to setup a facility in the UK to 
support science in this country and around the world, and we have already but it to use and have 
announced nanobodies against COVID-19.  These are research tools that have applications 
beyond.   
 
VP: Do you have a heard of camels at Harwell?   
 
JN: We don’t, we work closely with our partner Reading University who have a llama farm.  We 
have sought funding to expand to have camels in the future.  The camels and llamas are given a 
small injection, and a small sample is taken later on and from that we can identify these 
nanobodies.   
 
VP: People might remember that antibodies have a typical Y shape, so if you had to describe to me 
what a camel antibody looks like as compared to the Y, what does it look like? 
 
JN: It looks like a Y, but the tip of the Y in human antibodies you’ve got two parts, so it’s double 
outlined, the tips of the Y have a second stripe, that’s your second chain.  In camels there’s no 
second chains, just a Y.   
 
VP: How are you going to use them with COVID-19? 
 
JN: In the lab we have managed to direct antibodies against one of the proteins of COVID-19.  
That’s important in being able to get structural data, using nanobodies as a tool.  When the 
nanobody binds to the viral protein it stabilises it.  Many of the viral proteins aren’t very stable, so 
it’s hard to study them. Of course if we’re going to develop drugs we are going to need to be able 
to see how the drugs bind and improve that.  Our reagents can stabilise the viral protein to allow it 
to be studied.  There is some hope in the future that you could use nanobodies as a form of 
therapy for very sick people, similar to passive immunisation. 
 
VP: This is the idea, that we see in disaster movies, like Contaigon, where the person who has 
been sick had their blood taken from them after they have recovered, and be used miraculously to 
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cure the person in the next bed, who usually is the love interest as well.  It’s that sort of thing isn’t 
it, but without the love interest! 
 
JN: Our llamas are loveable I suppose, but you’re correct that’s exactly right. We’ve known about 
this sort of approach for a hundred years, people have taken what we call serums, the fluid from 
the blood, not the red blood cells, and given it as a means to passive immunise people, so in other 
words to fight an infection.  That’s why babies who are still being breastfed are protected as they 
get passive immunity from their mothers.  It’s a well-known technology.  The difference is that 
rather than pull serum out of people, you could make these reagents in the lab, which allow them 
to be made at scale, and with less risk of anything we don’t understand creeping through, which is 
always an issue with serum.  You can make it as safe as you possibly can, but if you can make 
something in a controlled environment in a lab, that’s better.  The UK began clinical trials, I think 
about ten days ago, on serum as a means to treat the most seriously ill COVID patients.  There’s 
data from China and the USA that shows real promise.  This is only for people who are very sick, it 
won’t cure everybody, but it may help some.  The nanobodies potentially, along with other lab-
based reagents, could be given as a cocktail to help people to recover.   
 
VP: Fantastic.  Tell me about another area of your work, as I know you are doing a lot of work in 
imaging.   
 
JN: We’ve had a partnership for sometime now with Thermal Fisher Scientific.  This is where the 
Rosalind Franklin Institute really comes into its own.  It acts as this national focus, and brings 
people together – universities and Diamond synchrotron. 
 
VP: Just explain what the Diamond synchrotron is? 
 
JN: Diamond synchrotron is a big ring on the Harwell campus – the doughnut – and it whizzes 
electrons around at the speed of light.  From that you can get any wavelength you want.  Diamond 
is seen as a world-leading structural biology synchrotron.  With them and some universities we are 
going to focus on this technique called electron tomography.   With Thermal Fisher we’re building 
a tool which is code-named Rosalind, which is now collecting its first data, and which is allowing us 
to shape small slices of cells, so that we can image them with electrons.  Later this year we’ll 
welcome Franklin to the campus and Franklin will be a beyond state of the art instrument, called a 
FIB – focused ion beam – using plasma to shape objects, so that we can then image them with 
electrons.  Rosalind Franklin will be available to the Institute early next year and beyond that we 
will welcome Dorothy and Hodgkin as electron microscopes.   
 
VP: Tell me about other technologies that you have got.  You have a lot of mass spectrometry as 
well don’t you? 
 
JN: We do.  If we go to an electron example, that is going to give us very high resolution.  That 
gives us shapes, but what we also want is chemistry.  Mass spectrometry, allows you at very fine 
scale, to identify the difference between two proteins.  It may only be a difference in a very subtle 
modification.  That’s how humans work of course.  Humans don’t have a vast number of genes, 
they just do a lot of chemistry on the proteins. If you want to understand what’s happening to a 
protein, you need to weigh it.  My colleagues are building the world’s most advanced scales, which 
allows us to weigh single proteins and also to find those proteins within the cell.  At the moment 
we take a whole cell and we weigh it, and weight the components, but being able to look inside 
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the cell to this region, weigh the protein in this region, and then weigh proteins in another region 
would allow us to really tie that together with the imaging technology.   
 
VP: So to put it in lay-language a bit, you’ve got an instruction for a protein, and we’ve only got 
20,000 genes, which is the same as a starfish, but we’re rather more complicated, so how are 
those proteins altered to give us that infinite array that we have, and somehow either they’re 
folded in a different way, and somehow become different and have a different function if they’re 
folded in a different way, a bit like if you think about a plain piece of flat paper and you fold it so 
that it’s a paper plane, and it’ll suddenly fly.  It’s the same piece of paper, but you’ve folded it 
differently.  Also then you get other little chemical groups added along the way, and they become 
different, and you’re weighing those to see what is going on.  
 
JN: Precisely. I always think about wearing a kilt. I can accessorise my kilt in various different ways 
with pins, buckles, and so proteins are accessorised by these little modifications.   If we want to 
know where the modifications are the best way is to find out their weight.  When we accessorise 
the proteins we change their chemistry profoundly, so they do completely different things, and in 
diseases this is often one of the things that goes wrong.  Being able to understand how we’ve 
changed or accessorised a protein in a disease, or how a drug affects that accessorisation can be 
really powerful. Being able to find out where in the cell that is happening is really transformational 
in terms of trying to develop new cures.   
 
VP: On the zoom call we can’t see your bottom half, but I am imagining that you are wearing a 
fully accessorised kilt.   
 
JN: I think there’s a picture at the Royal Society somewhere of me in my kilt.   
 
VP: So what else are you doing at the Rosalind Franklin Institute in terms of COVID? 
 
JN: Our main focus is around nanobodies and imaging.  Colleagues in mass spectrometry are 
working on a new assay to try and detect infection.  Using mass spectrometry as a means to 
determine whether someone is infected in a rapid way is very powerful.   
 
VP: How would a rapid test using mass spectrometry work?  What do you need to do it, is it a 
sample of blood, a swab, how would that work? 
 
JN: Ideally it is on a swap or a spit sample.  Viral proteins have specific properties and if you can 
detect those properties or directly weigh them, you would be able to tell if someone has the viral 
protein.  The weight is so precise I can tell you whether it’s a viral protein or a human protein.   
 
VP: What’s so extraordinary at the moment is the outpouring of science on COVID-19.  If you read 
what is coming through in pre-publication of the big journals…there was quite a lot on SARS, 
maybe a 1000 papers, and we’ve probably got to 5,000 – 10,000 papers already on COVID.  Across 
a huge range of disciplines, which shows a huge worldwide effort going into trying to deal with 
this.  From your point of view as a chemist, what makes the SARS-CoV-2 virus particularly tricky 
and awkward to deal with?  
 
JN: There’s been a tremendous scientific effort, and to be honest I think this has been the most 
traumatic experience of most of our lives.  Science is catching up and it is delivering and although 
it’s a terrible thing it’s great that science is here for it.  If this had happened 50 or 60 years ago we 
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would have really been helpless.  We wouldn’t have known how to deal with it and would have 
seen what we saw in Spanish flu, almost no scientific response.  Why it’s so difficult is because the 
virus is very transmissible.  It’s easily spread, and then it lurks unseen in many people.  That’s one 
of the real problems.  If your hand went a bright shade of blue as soon as you were infected, it 
would be very easy to separate those people and wait until they got better.  The problem is that it 
appears that many young people in particular have no symptoms so they are completely unaware 
that they are infected.  They can infect others.  Coupled to that the virus is a serious illness, 
especially for the elderly and for people with pre-existing conditions, and for reasons we do not 
understand even perfectly healthy young people can be at risk of serious health implications.    
 
VP: Are there things about the virus itself that you as a chemist find intriguing and why is it quite 
difficult? If you look at other corona viruses like SARS and MERS and we’re still not there with a 
vaccine for those yet despite a lot of intensive effort.  Corona viruses do seem to be tricky 
customers. 
 
JN: They do, so they don’t give life-long immune responses thus far.  So often you can be re-
infected after a few years.  For some reason they are difficult to get a good immune response to.  
The bit that fascinated me is as a structural biologist is how they engage with the human receptor.  
They use a spike protein that is beautifully tailored to bind to a cell surface protein we have and 
that triggers their entry into the human cell. It is a beautiful bit of structural biology and it has 
evolved to do that.   
 
VP: The corona of the corona virus, the crown, the thorns on the top of it, all over it, and then it 
sticks itself into the receptor kind of a docking bay on the outside of principally lung cells and also 
gut cells, and then it uses those to break and enter the cell and then madly replicates and I guess 
chemistry is involved all the way through that process of docking and then the replication.   
 
JN: That’s right, chemistry is involved right from the very beginning.  There’s evidence of at least 
from SARS, we don’t know so much about SARS-CoV-2 yet, that there are sugars in the cell that act 
as some sort of pre-attachment.  The virus might roll along the cell holding onto sugars until it 
finds what we call the ACE-2 receptor.  That’s also chemistry, it’s molecular recognition, a beautiful 
match between the virus and our cell. I describe it like a flechette, when you fire a missile, the 
flechette flies apart and out comes your core missile and you use these pins to stablilise it.  As it 
binds to the ACE the spike falls apart but that triggers the fusion event.  As the spike explodes 
after having bound it triggers the fusion and the virus becomes part of your cell.  It’s a irrevocable 
process and the virus then hijacks all your cell machinery and makes lots and lots of copies of itself 
that kill your cell.  The virus doesn’t care as it’s made lots of copies and those copies burst out and 
infect other cells and other people. 
 
VP:  In that chemistry there are the potential means of preventing it entering the cell.  What are 
the kind of things that chemists think about that make them think about the elements of that 
entry into cells that could be targeting in future treatments.  
 
JN:  One is, if they need this pre-attachment sugar rolling then you can think about sugar 
molecules that can be designed to have much higher affinity for the virus, in other words they can 
block the virus’s ability to stick.  You can design ways that the spike can’t fly apart, so compounds 
that hold the spike in what we call the pre-loaded or down confirmation.  If you prevent the spike 
opening up then it doesn’t engage with the human cell.  You can prevent the spike from falling 
apart and triggering the fusion by adding molecules that bind and stabilise it in this engaged but 
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not flying apart form.  Or you can use antibodies or nanobodies to block the spike from being able 
to get onto the cell ACE receptor.  Those are all at the viral entry.  Once you’re inside the cell you 
can try to inhibit the virus’s ability to make copies of itself or to cut out proteins.  The virus makes 
its cloth from a single piece and cuts those pieces into segments and only once they’re cut into the 
segments are they active.  That’s called a protease inhibitor and my colleagues at Diamond have 
led the world in being able to get structures of that protease and compounds that inhibit that 
protease.   
 
VP: There should be hope for us all in that, you’ve got so many different targets.  It’s always a 
worry if you’ve only got one target because all your eggs are in one basket as it were.  Actually 
having all these multiple routes discovered by what you’re doing at the Rosalind Franklin Institute 
gives us the maximum possible opportunities.   
 
JN: Yes, and it’s a word wide effort.  Colleagues in Oxford are also working on the RNA copying 
enzyme that makes lots of copies of itself. Science as you say is moving remarkably rapidly but of 
course for the general public it’s no where near enough.  For those of us on the inside it’s a 
revolution in speed, in focus, but I do understand that to people outside it seems incredibly slow.  
That’s very hard to communicate.  On the inside we are moving at an unprecedented rate.  We’re 
very excited and hopeful that things will be better in the future and I am confident of that.  Of 
course, people today want to know what tomorrow will be like.  Unfortunately it’s not going to be 
tomorrow when these technologies come through.  I think it will be in time to turn the tide against 
the virus.   
 
VP: Are we talking a couple of years? 
 
JN: I would think less than that. I think some of the therapies you’ll see – there’s some promising 
data from the United States with Remdesivir.  That tells us not necessarily that Remdesivir is the 
greatest ever compound although there is efficacy, it tells us that’s good target.  People will make 
new Remdesivirs that are better and better.  The protease also looks like a promising target and as 
I said, colleagues at Diamond, collaborating with groups in China and around the world, there’s a 
huge effort to make better protease inhibitors that can really make a difference.  There are 
antibodies being published that could be turned into passive immune therapy.  And of course a 
vaccine.  There’s hope from data from China, published in Science recently, and of course the 
Oxford group are working hard at getting their vaccine ready.  There’s hope, but I understand for 
people that nothing can come too soon.  
 
VP: I saw some figures recently that 80% of chemists have been unable to carry on with their 
research because they can’t do it at home, whereas computer scientists have been very happy to 
be at home.  How are you coping physically with all the people in the lab, which I assume is open 
and running at the moment, with all those things like social distancing?  How does that work in a 
lab like yours? 
 
JN:  I’m working at home.  Those in the lab are spaced out by two meters, they wear masks, and 
they wear respirator style masks if they have to be within 2m.  The lab is a lot lower occupancy 
than normal and much more spaced out.  We made our own hand sanitisers and we have strict 
protocols that sample moves not people.  So samples move around the lab in a sort of conveyor 
belt but people don’t move around the lab anymore.  It’s difficult and the people are working 
extrememlyy long hours because they feel the pressure, they understand what this means to 
people outside.  My colleagues are really putting in the hours to try and make a difrerence here.   
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VP:  How is it for PhD students? Everyone worries about different parts of the economy and within 
science you have a lot of young scientists who aren’t able to finish their PhDs and aren’t able to 
get into the lab. How’s it going to be for them and what is COVID going to do for their careers? 
 
JN:  There are people in the lab who are at home because we have lower occupancy and their 
work isn’t prioritised because it’s not COVID, including students.  It’s incredibly hard but I’m always 
careful, people are dying so there are so many people worse off than we are. I don’t want to 
sound like we are a special case.  It’s very disruptive to these people and it’s very hard, but there 
are a lot of people it’s a lot worse for.  I don’t want to say much more about that.  We should be 
grateful, when I see the hardship that people outside are undergoing.  It’s difficult for PhD 
students and there’s no doubt that we want some way to help them and other scientists but there 
are clearly people in a lot worse positions.   
 
VP: When COVID is over what are the long term plans for the Rosalind Franklin Institute? What 
would you like to be doing and like to be known for? 
 
JN:  I’d like to see us making a real difference in the life sciences and medical science.  We can 
develop some of these technoliges to see inside the cell that have led to a breakthrough in the 
understanding of really important biological processes like dementia or viral infection or antibiotic 
resistance.  Being able to see inside the cell and answer some of these really big questions.   That 
success will be seen when everybody else copies us and we have to move onto something new.  I 
think one of the lessons we will all learn from this pandemic is that we need an infrastructure to 
support science so that we can function as a community better and more effectively.  We’ve had 
to get there iteratively.  I’m the delivery driver for the team so I shuttle up and down between 
Oxford and Harwell driving samples back and forth because we have had to invent all of this on 
the fly.  Having a disaster-preparedness that can be flicked at a switch is going to be really 
important.  The Franklin could be part of that solution because our technologies are so relevant 
and the speed at which those technologies can move would mean that in the next pandemic that 
we would be able to respond.   
 
VP: I would finally say that if you are a young science student there’s probably no better place to 
aspire to work in than the Rosalind Franklin Institute.  Hugely exciting science, lots of difference 
disciplines all coming together, very dynamic and a great place to work.    
 
Jim it’s been such a pleasure having you with us and I know just how busy you are.  You say that 
you’re stuck at home but you’re obviously also being a delivery driver with those samples, your 
scientists are doing a fantastic job.  We are really relying on them to get us some answers about 
COVID-19.  Thank you from all of us and carry on doing the good work.  Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


